
Growing Service Committee Meeting Minutes Fall AWSC 08/06/2016  Present:  Mary Sky., Mary Sc., Linda D., Dan G., Sharyl M., Kathy G., Elizabeth S.  GR/DR ORIENTATION 
 Leaders for GR Orientation are filled through Fall 2018. Leaders for DR Orientation are filled through Spring 2017. Mary Sky. will take care of the empty slots by asking members face-to-face. 
 Mary Sky. created a bulleted list of DR Guidelines. The committee agreed that it be printed and available to hand out to DRs at the GR/DR Orientations.  
 The instructions for GRs to log in to the Area website will be included in all the GR/DR Orientation folders.   
 The instructions for DRs to log in to the Area website will be handed out separately to the DRs.  PARTNERS IN SERVICE EVENT 
 Partners in Service (formerly Buddy Day) will occur at the 2017 Fall AWSC meeting. 
  $150 has been budgeted for food; however there is no limit to the number of Partners members may bring.  The guests lunches will be paid for by the Area.  
  Mary Sky. (Assembly Coordinator) passed around menus from the hotel.  The committee decided not to have a continental breakfast, but coffee and tea will be available as always. Mary Sky. is talking with the Mead Hotel about a sandwich buffet lunch.  
  Lunch tickets will be sold that day; guest tickets will be a different color than AWSC members’ tickets.  Sharyl M. and Mary Sc. will make and sell the tickets. 
  Elizabeth S. and Sharyl M. will create a flyer to inform the groups about Partners in Service Day. Ideas for the flyer are welcome. 
 At Spring 2017 AWSC the arrangement of sitting next to our guests will be on the Agenda.  If this passes, we will have an angled table arrangement instead of the hollow square to accommodate more people at the Fall AWSC Partners in Service event.  
  It was suggested to include the Partners in the meeting by allowing them to ask questions, perhaps have a straw vote on something.  Mary Sky. will ask Debbie H. about introducing the Partners.  
  A possible ice breaker skit was discussed. 


